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Space Law As an Amalgam

• It exists to ensure full and open access to space for peaceful 
purposes for the benefit of all mankind

• International treaties, guidelines, recommendations, 
customary international law

• Domestic laws, regulations, and policies

• Res Communis

• Broad international cooperation, strengthen friendly 
relations, open flow of information



International
• Provide the overarching principles

• Be very wary of anyone who talks about amending or withdrawing

• Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, 
including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies ("Outer Space Treaty")

• Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of Objects 
Launched into Outer Space ("Rescue Agreement")

• Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects ("Liability Convention")

• Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space ("Registration Convention")

• Agreement Among the Government of Canada, Governments of Member States of the European 
Space Agency, the Government of Japan, the Government of the Russian Federation, and the 
Government of the United States of America Concerning Cooperation on the Civil International 
Space Station (IGA)

• A few more that we will not cover:
• The Moon Agreement
• Bogota Convention
• Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT),  Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) and its successors
• Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapons in the Atmosphere, In Outer Space and Under Water (Limited Test Ban Treaty)



Outer Space Treaty

• 105 nations have ratified, 25 others have signed
• UN has 193 member states
• Unnecessary to amend and dangerous to amend

• Lays out the basic legal framework for outer space

• Major Ideas:
• Common interest of all mankind
• No sovereignty over space or celestial objects
• Peaceful purposes
• Benefit of all peoples
• Encourage space exploration and use
• Authorization and continuous supervision
• Avoid harmful interference
• Broad International cooperation
• Strengthen friendly relations
• No WMDs or nuclear weapons
• Astronauts are envoys of all mankind
• Basic liability considerations

• The other agreements tend to clarify particular portions of these principles

Bob Cabana and Sergei Krikalev
entering the ISS together on first 
assembly mission in 1998



Commercial Space Law

• International Commercial Space Law?
• International agreements lay the foundation

• Individual countries acting within that framework

• Domestic Commercial Space Law
• Definitely

• Federal and State level
• Federal Preemption



Some US Commercial Space Law

• National Aeronautics and Space Act (“Space Act”)
• Seek and encourage, to the maximum extent possible, the fullest commercial use of space. 

• Commercial Space Launch Act (“CSLA”), Commercial Space Launch Amendments Act (“CSLAA”)
• Incentivize the entrepreneurial private sector to develop and utilize new, safe, and innovative space applications
• Encourage, facilitate, and promote private sector involvement in space activities and strengthen public-private 

relationships
• Insurance, indemnification, tourism

• Commercial Space Act of 1998 
• More encouragement of the commercial sector by regulating government activities

• Commercial Space Competitiveness Act (“CSCA”)
• Agencies strongly encouraged to promote private sector use of available Government facilities on a 

reimbursable basis 
• Protect private sector from policies that could harm int’l competitiveness

• Invigorated Executive focus on a future in commercial space launch programs 
• Encouraging commercial space opportunities through enhanced investment in private sector innovation and 

upgrading of available facilities
• See A Bold New Approach for Space Exploration and Discovery, Fact Sheet, available at

http://www.whitehouse.gov/files/documents/ostp/press_release_files/NASA%20OSTP%20Joint%20Fact%20Sheet%20FINAL%202020.pdf



Who Are We Talking About When We Talk 
About U.S. Space Activities

These above are a small sample of the U.S. Government’s involvement in space. How about states (just a sampling)?

New Mexico 
Spaceport Authority

Oklahoma Space Industry 
Development Authority

Texas Office of 
Aerospace, Aviation, 
& Defense

How about commercial? (just to name a few)



What is Commercial Space

Space Activities

Government Vehicle 
and Govn’t Mission 

Govn’t Vehicle and
Commercial Mission

Commercial Vehicle 
and Govn’t Mission

Commercial Vehicle and 
Commercial Mission

• All of these present different issues, risks, benefits, policies, and authorities

Ground Operations Processing Range Activities

Spinoff and Tech 
Transfer



Space Property

• U.S. Commercial Space Launch Competitiveness Act (51 U.S.C. §§ 51301, et seq., 
SPACE RESOURCE COMMERCIAL EXPLORATION AND UTILIZATION, Nov. 2015)
• facilitate commercial exploration for and commercial recovery of space resources by United 

States citizens;
• discourage government barriers to the development . . . [of] industries for commercial 

exploration for and commercial recovery of space resources
• A United States citizen engaged in commercial recovery of an asteroid resource or a space 

resource under this chapter shall be entitled to any asteroid resource or space resource 
obtained, including to possess, own, transport, use, and sell the asteroid resource or space 
resource obtained in accordance with applicable law, including the international obligations of 
the United States

• IISL Position Paper: “in view of the absence of a clear prohibition of the taking of resources in 
the  Outer  Space  Treaty one  can  conclude  that the  use  of space  resources is permitted.”

• Strongest statement from US Government: “private ownership of an asteroid is 
precluded by Article II of the [OST], we have concluded that your claim is without 
legal basis” (letter to Gregory Nemitz from the US Dept of State, Aug 15. 2003)
• What about those internet sites that let you buy a star or name it?



More About Property

• What about all those presidential directives that say “outer space and 
celestial bodies and any portion thereof are not subject to any claim 
of sovereignty”?
• Portion seems to mean parcel, and not resources

• Think of it like fishing on the open sea



Liability Convention

• Damage (personal injury, death, property damage) on surface of Earth or to aircraft 
in flight caused by launching State’s space object: ABSOLUTE LIABILITY (Article II) 

• Damage, not on surface of Earth, to a space object of one launching State or to 
persons or property on board, caused by a space object of another launching State:
LIABILITY ONLY IF RESULT OF “FAULT” (Article III) 

• The provisions of the Liability Convention do not apply to (Article VII)

• Nationals of the launching state (We look to US laws like FTCA and CSLA)

• Foreign nationals participating in the space activity

• No exoneration whatever shall be granted in cases where the damage has resulted 
from activities conducted not in conformity with international law (Article VI)

• Absolute liability for damage caused in whole or in part by gross negligence, or intentional act or 
omission, of a claimant State or person it represents 



Resources

• Resources
• Moon rocks have already been brought back to Earth

• Apollo astronauts were required to declare them on customs forms
• The Government aggressively pursues folks who attempt to steal, or in some cases, sale 

them
• How does this affect mining?
• Conservation?

• Abandonment
• This does not exist in space
• Ok, so let’s make our lunar landing sites into national parks (Apollo Lunar 

Landing Legacy Act, 2013, did not pass)

• In Situ Resource Utilization



Orbital Debris and Space Situational Awareness

• Orbital Debris Mitigation Guidelines
• Domestic and International

• Various agencies with input

• Know where you are and where you’ll be
• Know where others are and their trajectory

• Have a plan for end of mission disposal

• Have a plan to mitigate potential for damage

• Liability considerations for natural decay vs. controlled reentry

• Consider materials (tungsten, tantalum) and the amount of propellant



Commercial Spaceflight Licenses

• FAA license for launch and reentry

• FCC spectrum authority for commercial operators to use spectrum for 
communications services to control, monitor, destroy (if necessary), 
and track launch vehicles

• NOAA license for remote sensing

• All of these licenses look at orbital debris mitigation, end of mission 
disposal, and potential for issues on earth



Who’s Who?
• Astronaut

• Envoy of all mankind
• Intense training, mission, and return and rescue
• Usually, a once and always designation

• Crew
• One who performs activities in the course of employment directly relating to the launch, 

reentry, or other operation of or in a launch vehicle or reentry vehicle that carries human 
beings

• Consists of flight crew, crew on board a vehicle during a launch or reentry, and any 
remote operator (on ground or on board)

• May be independent contractors as well as employees
• Includes flight crew and cabin crew

• Space Flight Participant (not “Passengers”)
• All others
• Informed consent
• Waivers



Commercial Human Spaceflight 14 C.F.R. 460

• Orbital vs. Suborbital

• Each crew member on a licensed or permitted vehicle must: 
• Be trained on how to carry out his role “so that the vehicle will not harm the 

public” 
• Demonstrate an ability to withstand the stresses of space flight 

• Pilot (or a remote operator)
• FAA pilot certificate with an instrument rating
• 2d class medical certificate issued within 12 months of the launch, reentry
• Possess knowledge and skills related to the vehicle
• Receive mission and vehicle specific training
• Train in procedures to minimize danger to the public



Commercial Human Spaceflight

• Operator must inform all crew in writing that the US Government has 
not certified the vehicle as safe 

• Crew member (or remote operator) must execute a “reciprocal waiver 
of claims” with the FAA 

• Operator must implement security requirements to prevent any space flight 
participant from jeopardizing the safety of the flight crew or the public
• No explosives, firearms, knives, or other weapons 

• Operator must train each space flight participant before flight on how 
to respond to emergency situations, including smoke, fire, and loss of 
cabin pressure



Space Flight Participant 

• Informed consent
• Before receiving compensation or making an agreement to fly 

• Inform each SFP in writing about the risks, including the safety record of the vehicle type 
• Disclose each known hazard and risk “that could result in serious injury, death, disability, or 

total or partial loss of physical and mental function” 
• Disclose that there are unknown hazards
• Disclose the number of people who have flown and the number who have died or been 

seriously injured 
• Disclose the number of catastrophic failures 
• Provide an opportunity “to ask questions orally” 

• Each space flight participant must: 
• Sign a written consent stating the risk is understood and participation is voluntary 
• Execute a “reciprocal waiver” of claims with the FAA



Florida s.331.501 Fla.Stat. 

• Spaceflight entity is not liable for injury to or death of a space flight participant resulting 
from the inherent risks of spaceflight activities so long as this warning is distributed and 
signed. 

“WARNING: Under Florida law, there is no liability for an injury to or death of a
participant in a spaceflight activity provided by a spaceflight entity if such injury or
death results from the inherent risks of the spaceflight activity. Injuries caused by the
inherent risks of spaceflight activities may include, among others, injury to land,
equipment, persons, and animals, as well as the potential for you to act in a negligent
manner that may contribute to your injury or death. You are assuming the risk of
participating in this spaceflight activity.”

• Generally, a participant or participant’s representative may not maintain an action 
against or recover from a spaceflight entity for the loss, damage, or death of the 
participant resulting exclusively from any of the inherent risks of spaceflight activities.

• No protection if gross negligence, willful and wanton disregard for safety, has knowledge 
of the dangerous condition, or intentionally harms



NASA and Commercial Space

• Symbiotic relationship (partnership, not competition)
• NASA works with industry 

• Industry works with NASA

• KSC transition to a multi-user spaceport

• NASA maintains a balanced 
program, including earth science, 
space exploration, aeronautics, and 
human and robotic space 
exploration

• Commercial entities contribute to 
this mission



Thank you!


